Frog Homework Guide

Assignment Monitor
Assignment Monitor gives you access to a wide range of information about every
assignment set in Frog. The data view on the front page allows to you generate graphs
and charts for all subjects, teachers and classes over the last 12 months or for whatever
dates you specify.
These charts can be downloaded, printed or copied to your clipboard to make it easy to
add to a presentation. Using the row buttons, you can add filters for weeks, subjects and
so on. The chart area updates with the filters in place, but so do the filters. The blue dot
indicates that there is data recorded against that filter.
All this information can also be exported to a CSV spreadsheet should you wish to
interrogate it further. The information here will not show assignments set to individuals,
only work set to groups. But I can use Assignment Monitor’s other view, to see
individuals and their assignments.
To do so, I can switch to View Assignments, although first I will clearing off any filters I
have set as these will pass over into the next screen.
At the very top of Assignment Monitor, I can search for any teacher or student.
This immediately updates the view to show me all work Open for the individual. I can
use this back arrow to return to all students.
I can also use this Filter button to filter the assignments to names, subjects etc… In the
free text fields, any assignments which partially match the search term will appear and I
can use % as a wildcard if I need to.
As before I can also export this data to CSV.
The Recipients column here will show me both groups and individual assignments,
although if I wish to look for a specific student, I either need to know their class or I
should use the search option at the top.
I can click into the assignment, where I can view the assignment walls for each student,
I can see if they have handed the assignment in and how many activities they have
completed. I can view their Feedback and if the work has been marked.
I can also open the assignment to see approximately what the student will see.
This is an open assignment – meaning the teacher has not closed and released marks.
To see the closed assignments and any marking, I would switch to the Closed tab.
Here not only can you see the overview, but you can also click into the marking area and
see the work actually handed in and the teacher’s comments.
What Assignment Monitor does not do, is provide you a direct method of producing
printed reports, showing homework setting rates or student hand-in counts. For that, we
need to use Frog’s other tool, Reporting
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